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Visits to commercial solaria by DHB Public 
Health Units between 1 July 2017 and  
31 January 2018: summary of findings 

Overview 
Staff from District Health Board public health unit staff made a further round of visits to commercial 

solaria in their regions in the second half of 2017.  These visits were initiated in 2012 to ensure that 

solarium operators are familiar with best practice procedures to reduce the risks from exposure to 

ultra-violet (UV) radiation from sunbeds, and regulatory measures being taken in other countries. 

For these visits, public health staff were requested to focus on the following areas: 

• Check sunbed operator websites for claims of benefits from using a sunbed, or statements 

that using a sunbed is risk free.; 

• Try and get all operators to use a compliant consent form.; 

• Making sure that public health units’ databases of operators in their areas were up to date. 

Most public health staff visited operators in their areas to pass on and discuss the information, but a 

few used mailouts and phone calls for this purpose and made fewer visits.    

A further detailed assessment of compliance with the Standard is being carried out in the first half of 

2018. 

Points of interest  

Consent forms 
Most operators are using the correct type of consent forms, and templates were provided to those 

that were not.  Some operators, however, still refuse to use the correct form, including: 

• One who continues to use a form which permits 15-18 year olds to use a sunbed provided 

there is parental consent; 

• One who continues to use a non-compliant form despite the efforts of PHU staff to provide a 

form at the size preferred by the operator. 

Some operators continue to refuse a visit, and there is concern that they may be permitting under-

18s to use sunbeds.    

Claims of benefits on websites 
Nine operators had websites which claimed non-cosmetic benefits of using a sunbed, and were 

informed that this breaches the standard.  While some said they would remove the claims, no action 

has been taken yet.   

In the Wellington area, six operators were displaying posters claiming non-cosmetic benefits.  The 

posters were removed during the visit. 
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Health and Hygiene bylaw 
Invercargill is proposing to introduce a Health and Hygiene bylaw that will cover sunbed operators.  

The current draft will require registration of sunbed operators, and the use of consent forms and 

skin assessments.  These will have to be kept for at least two years.  Few operators in the Invercargill 

area were aware of this proposal.   

Sunbed hire business 
A sunbed hire business operating in Christchurch is now winding up.  Two beds have been sold to 

Christchurch Hospital, and others are being sold on Trade Me.   

Consumer NZ visits 
Several operators mentioned that they had been visited by Consumer NZ.  Consumer visited some 

operators not listed on the PHU databases, and these have been added to the spreadsheets sent out 

for the systematic assessments to be carried out in the first half of 2018.   

Operator numbers 
Based on the numbers reported there are about 101 establishments with sunbeds around the 

country.  This includes a few establishments whose status is uncertain and a few that intend the 

leave the industry soon.  For comparison, there were 112 establishments with sunbeds reported in 

the first half of 2017.  The recent Consumer NZ survey found an additional three operators, to give a 

total of 104.   

2018 Consumer NZ survey 
Consumer NZ were commissioned by the Ministry to visit sunbed operators around the country in a 

“mystery shopper” survey.  They visited 58 operators.  Some were checked to see whether they 

refused an under-18 client, some to see whether they refused a client with type I skin, and some 

were checked for their use of a consent form, making a skin assessment, requiring goggles, and the 

presence and content of warning signs.   

Their findings were published in February 2018, and have been compared with PHU findings from 

their visits to the same operators in the first half of 2017.  The comparisons are plotted below. 
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The agreement is reasonably good.  Some differences in the “Under 18” and “Type I skin” findings 

are perhaps inevitable, as the PHU assessors rely on a candid response from the operator, combined 

with their own observations of how an establishment is run, to make a judgement, whereas the 

operator was not aware of the mystery shopper visits.  (Consumer also noted that one of the 

operators terminated the sunbed session when they reviewed the consent form.)   

Interestingly, although there is good agreement in most of the categories, there were disagreements 

on compliance between the Consumer inspectors and the PHU staff.  Regarding skin assessments, 

for example, Consumer NZ found four establishments compliant when the previous PHU visits had 

marked them as non-compliant, and the PHU visits had found four establishments compliant but the 

Consumer visits did not.   

Overall, the Consumer checks provide some confidence in the validity of the PHU findings.   

 


